
There has been much progress in the synthesis and characterization of nanostructures. However, there 

remain immense challenges in understanding their properties 

and interactions with external probes in order to realize their 

tremendous potential for applications (molecular electronics, 

nanoscale opto-electronic devices, light harvesting and emitting 

nanostructures). In this talk we will review the recent advances 

within density-functional based schemes to describe 

spectroscopic properties of those complex systems. Special 

emphasis will be made in modeling new materials and simulate 

new time and spatially resolved electron spectroscopies 

(including transient pump-probe techniques). We will address, 

within the time-dependent density-functional theory (TDDFT) 

framework [1,2] both linear and non-linear response regimes to 

study the optical absorption, luminescence and photoelectron 

spectra of bio-chromophores, one-dimensional systems and layered materials as well as the dynamical 

processes in organic/inorganic charge-transfer systems.  As an illustration of the techniques we will focus 

on two relevant examples, one linked to the efficient conversion of light into electricity or chemical fuels 

("artificial photosynthesis") [3] and the other to the design of new nanostructured based optoelectronic 

devices based on inorganic nanotubes.  
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